


Preface To January 2003 re-issue of World Peace?

(This Preface was written perhaps too quickly, over one weekend, two months before the
Iraq War was announced early 2003.  With the winds of war becoming an apparent
objective of the current administration, there was an urgent call for some basic reasoning
and discussion, hence a re-release of the 1983 book, World Peace?.   What has transpired
since in my view has been extraordinarily sad, unfortunate, and tragic.  More missed
opportunities for gathering the wider human community, and nothing to support a wider
trust in government.   There has been incessant talk after not finding WMD about how it
was important to overthrow Saddham.  There has been little admitting that many of us
were pleading with the Reagan/Bush/Rumsfeld administration in the 1980’s to stop
supporting a clear butcherer of his own people.  Our leadership then turned the other way.

As one of millions of tax paying citizens, it is our responsibility to always hold
our leaders accountable.  We are going broke with military spending to the detriment of
all other programs, and we are thrust into another deepening moral crisis to overcome.
“Evil” (if people want to bring it up again and again) is too often found wearing the
clothes of good.  I’m given solace with the Dalai Lama’s description of the purpose of all
religions:  to strengthen the caring side of the heart.  Hopefully, there is agreement there.

While I disagreed with the reasoning for this war, and lack of ability to form a
team, the decision to go to war unilaterally (bilaterally if you must), and set up American
oil companies, it is important to know that I feel that not one life lost or maimed, be it an
American soldier or Iraqi citizen will be in vain if we honor their sacrifice and life by
moving forward and strengthening our resolve to increase our commitment toward one
another and toward building a better world.  Soldiers do their duty and serve their
country. Indeed each life lost or injured is not only mourned by me, their life continues
with my forever indebted gratitude, and helps carry this work forward.

It’s important to note this work has nothing to do with the narrow confines of bi-
partisanship.  It’s about what we can and must do together.  It’s about practical solutions
that work.  It’s about rolling up our sleeves and encouraging our courage to do the work
needed and to strengthen the international cooperation and respect we will all need.)

The call:  Genuine relationship.

Despite decades of concern and discussion, I find it
helpful to remind myself how very little I know.

This I believe: The only possible way to have security



among nations and peoples is to have strong alliances,
strong, personal healthy relationships. Trust only comes
with continued effort, experience and sincerity. Leadership
has more to do with service, clarity, and the inner struggle
to gain insight into underlying conditions and emotion than
bravado. Security does not come from arrogance or rhetoric,
the fine sounding but insincere and empty language without
verifiable deeds.

Our life we share on this planet is extremely precarious,
vulnerable and precious. Since childhood we’ve seen bravado
too often as the face covering our underlying insecurity
and fear. It can also be the mask of malfeasance and malevolence.

But it is a learned response when integrity seems
threatened, and the leader of the most powerful nation on
the earth has recently bolstered its use. The only silver lining
of 9/11 was the opportunity of having the world together
on the same page at the same moment. Inexperience let
too much of that good will dissipate.

One of the earth’s great ongoing battles is between truth
and deception. My experience of when the truth is uttered,
it is not arrogant, but oft stark nakedly clear and humble.

-O-

It’s my hope that our United States will continue to be the
great humanitarian global experiment.
While we know and accept there has to be moderations
with our civil liberties presently, I stress presently, if
we lose them over a long term, we lose what the world
admires about us, and much of what America stands for and
what millions died for. We lose our forefathers vision and
life’s dedication. The world is still watching.

-O-

In January 1983 “terrorism” was a frequent headline in our
media. Gorbachev hadn’t arrived yet. President Reagan was calling
the USSR the “Evil Empire” while several in our government
were attempting ways to get the UN out of the country.



NYC Mayor Koch had just called the UN “a cesspool”.
Leaders of states in different blocs were not yet talking to
each other, even behind closed doors. The tension and mistrust
in the hallways was so tense and palpable, I could not
use a tape recorder or even the names of most for their fear
of being associated with unofficial comments. The world
began changing. By 1985 diplomats in World Peace? could
at least be acknowledged.

The books relevance was reborn for me when recalling
two decades ago such vivid scenes as the Afghani representative
pleading for us to understand that the so-called “freedom
fighters” the US government were supporting wanted
to destroy everything we valued too. More chickens back to
roost.

World Peace? was the result of a personal search, not
connected with the UN, or any governmental, political, religious
or social group. Simplicity is its strength. The paths to
solutions then remain the same paths today, with only
slightly new twists.

-O-

Long term solutions remain in the realm of winning
peoples hearts and minds. They remain in consensus building
and spreading those international norms and values
which prevent and disallow acts of hatred toward religion,
race, philosophy, gender, nationality.

-O-

Around the world all speak of the desperate need to create
jobs, of meaningful livelihood. That’s the world’s task; to
create jobs around our needs; to apply ourselves fully, guide
and transform these global challenges, mainly our military
industrial complexes toward international security and global
solutions. The world yearns for the unscripted inspiration
and leadership that can refocus our efforts towards this.

-O-



Here are some significant additional challenges to
those listed in 1983, to which we call our tremendous energy and
creativity to the table.  Ones which we can devote ourselves to
turning around.  These are the issues that war needs to be waged
against, for which jihad can be called:

Biological and nuclear materials are much more accessible to
individuals (widely discussed in 1993 work);

in terms of economics, the gap between rich and
poor shamelessly grows, as the extreme degradation of
poverty breeds yet more lethal hatred and ignorance;

sheltered corporate greed and malfeasance remains too
often unchecked and without restitution;

over population, especially in poverty areas continues to
expand;

city congestion is rising, including the needs for
transportation and infrastructure and livable space;

homeless shelters and prisons over full capacity;
prison and penal reform,
a congested and backlogged system of justice;
Spin, spam, false advertising
misinformation and narrow ideology in telecommunications

and mass media continues unchecked, often ignores truths and
actualities, lacking enough indepth fully investigative reporting,
with often lethal results and disregarding basic law (lying);

lack of education, educators, and resources for educators;
air and water pollution rising in some areas;
quality of food compromised;
dwindling of natural resources, while the need for them and

energy increases;
threatening atmosphere and climate changes influencing

further draughts floods and famines;
great natural and human treasures lack protection;
diminishing essential forests, wetlands, and fertile seabeds;
slave trades continue to exist, and slave labor being used;
child sex trades;
great epidemic diseases continue;
medicines and medical care are largely unaffordable;
international law and basic human rights remain unknown of

in some parts of the world and disregarded in others;



sense of genuine participation and voice in “democracies” are
challenged;

small and large crime and extortion rings pray on the
desperate around the globe;

black markets of the most horrific and destructive materials
known and unknown to most humanity available now to any
individual or group;

terrorist cells further entrenched;
international arms industry continues to impoverish our

savings by using up the overwhelming majority of worlds GNP;

-O-

All our governments, and international bureaucracies need
refinement and continual adapting to current realities.  People in
our bureaucracies who don’t work or who don’t put forth good
effort, need be held accountable and not be rewarded.   Leadership
needs training in … leadership and genuine teamwork.
Organizations who use good causes as a front need exposure and
need to be held accountable.

Although there is reform there still is no international body
trusted enough nor has the authority to go up against one of the
countries with veto power in the Security Council if ever need be.
The cycle of resentment and competition for influence continues as
a result.

-O-

Space, it’s resources and scientific discoveries
remains largely untapped.

Space exploration is vital for human progress and possible
survival. It’s funding is often questioned, and dwarfed by
small military budgets. It is an area that answers our creative
and adventurous spirit. We don’t know which generation
will need knowledge of space to survive or deter an
arriving meteor or drastic change in atmosphere from a yet
unknown influence. There are infinite discoveries that have
been and will be beneficial to us. Someday one could
answer our energy needs by harnessing the suns vast energy



and beam it down to earth.
We do not need a large meteor to be on our path, or

another world war, or nuclear holocaust to make us realize
our commonality. Poverty, greed, injustice, and hatred
remain common enemies to turn around and make good on.

-O-

Without naiveté about real threats, the trillions being
spent on creating walls, fences, and guarding extensive
boarders makes better sense to go towards investing in and
nurturing relationships with our neighbors where mutual
cooperation, security and trade are a common necessity and
goal. For us that means further embracing and trading with our
neighbors and fellow Americans, Mexico and Canada, among
others.

Nationalism, national cultures and even corporate cultures
now, need continual integration with the whole. The
answer can’t be who can wave their flag most visibly and
intensely, for the North Koreans would have us all beat.
There is only one country in the world where every citizen
appears to agree with it leader, and that is North Korea. The
suffering to keep it that way is incalculable, and no
resources can sustain it over time.

-O-

The life threatening matter of “non-interference in internal
affairs” still smoke screens and allows horribly debilitating
human atrocities and genocides. Gathering an understanding
that we can and must strengthen international law and
an international body that can face and deal with this issue
is essential for all the above listed reasons, but especially because;

the unspeakable horrific deadly materials of one renegade
can be made, kept and sold anywhere and everywhere;

because corporate malfeasance can and does live anywhere
and everywhere and at times absconds with hard earned
monies of others without reprisal;

because sound global economics need global ground rules;
because crime rings know no boundaries and live anywhere



and everywhere;
because inhuman atrocities anywhere degrade humanity

everywhere;
because one nation or one group of nations acting

alone perpetuates the cycle of distrust or vengeance;
and most of all, because all the common challenges we face

above need each of us everywhere to be part of the solution.

Non-interference allowed inhumanity to continue from
time immemorial. Not including the devastating world wars,
in our recent century we saw vast unspeakable internal horrors
as they rolled into each other, from Turkey’s genocide
of the Armenians, to Germany’s final solution, Stalin’s
purges, Mao’s cultural revolution and China’s “liberation”
of Tibet, our cold war played out in Vietnam, Cambodia’s
abandoned to cleansing, South and Central American death
squads, Uganda, Burma, Somalia, Bosnia, Rwanda, Sudan,
East Timor … it tragically goes on.  America’s great strength has
been it’s ability admit, face and attempt to overcome it’s wrongs
with our indigenous people, to the slave trade, to prejudice facing
all peoples.  It’s a continuous challenge.   Most nations have all
played some part in horror.  The key is to have the courage to learn
from the past, and to move forward, toward future solutions.
Again, humanitarian horrors can be stopped in our dawning
millennium through an efficient, cooperative international
mechanism, and agreement on international norms.

-O-

While welcoming and embracing the Chinese people as
all others, I remain concerned with their government continuing
to be the chief proponent of “non interference.” In
these last several years that the US remains the single greatest
economic strength it would strongly behoove us to
champion a solid international structure so when China
takes over the leading economic role, there will be a sound
counterbalance to their fervent ethnocentricity.

The nation or group with the most money will have the
newest, smartest, and most destructive weapons in the
future. When the toothbrush, the TV, computers, most gizmos,



shoes and clothes we are wearing and soon cars are
mostly made in China, one doesn’t need to be an economist
to discern who will someday have power be able to do what
they wish, like us recently. One doesn’t need to be a historian
or ethicist to know that this “most favored nation” continues
to and has severely violated human rights, destroyed
whole cultures in our lifetime, covers up and holds hostage
innumerable measures by disallowing any mention or
process of dialogue about these matters. Again, we have to
win hearts and minds.

-O-

A world committed to protecting the weak everywhere
is strong preventative medicine, and the one Achilles heel of
terrorism.

It’s my hope that war for the common good will emerge
someday only as an international endeavor and duty, forever
keeping in mind President Carter’s testimony, “War is
sometimes a necessary evil, but it is always an evil.” Yes, in
extreme cases it is necessary. Avoidance of war, and avoidance of
inhumanity, can well lead to far greater evil and eventually wider
war.

If war is the world’s duty for the greater good, may it be
clear, united, swift, carried forward with dispassionate wisdom,
and as careful and respectful of all life as possible.

-O-

I recently was walking atop small grass covered mounds
surrounded by silence that once were great walls and buildings
of the flourishing cosmopolitan city of Ani. For hundreds
of years it rivaled the power and influence of Constantinople.
As they once did, we often think our cities can live forever.

Including the vast measures being put in place today, the
greatest walls constructed for protection, stone or paper, ever built
by civilization after civilization have all crumbled or been rendered
useless in time. What used to take many years and large armies,
can now take just a handful of misguided ideologues to walk
around.



The way forward?  Clear leadership. Hearts and minds.
Dialogue.  Relationship.  Education. Again, education.  Justice…

-O-

What we learn on a personal and family level applies
universally;  somewhere, at some time, forgiveness will have to
factor in. Not forgetfulness, or avoidance, but the inner learning
of forgiveness. I know of no one way to get there. None
of us have been perfect. It’s recognizing our wrongs, not
dismissing them, and moving forward from here.

With tragic scars and imperfect results, what seemed
impossible between the US and an USSR, and in a divided
Northern Ireland, South Africa, Lebanon, the Balkans, Rwanda and
East Timor there now shine a few of the positive examples that this
struggle to end hatred, along with the support of international
concern, does both bear fruit, and a better world make.

I believe in strongly in prevention, and hope each of us are
guided in our choice to make the world in front of us a better place
today. Humans have a great capacity for higher aspects of
fulfillment and relationship. It often takes tremendous
courage to be here. May we embrace our duties, blessings,
and love in life. During this profound occasion of transition,
may World Peace? lend useful encouragement and hope.

January 22nd, 2003
New York City
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